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Abstract
History repeats itself. Since the invention of the programmable computer, numerous computer scientists keep
dedicating their professional lives to the design of “the
single, best” programming model, whereas programmers
“vote” by choosing their favourite languages and tools.
Interestingly, these choices have always been guided by
non-functional properties. For programming a single computer, the most widely used models have become objectoriented and component-based programming, a choice
driven by their high abstraction level, leading to high programmer productivity. For parallel computers, the winner
turned out to be message passing, providing by far not the
highest-possible abstraction level, but the closest match between machine architecture and programming model, leading to efficient program execution.
For grids, the race is still open. Here, additional nonfunctional properties like fault-tolerance, security, and platform independence enter the scene. In this paper, we explore the scope of grid programming problems and argue
for a palette of programming abstractions, each suitable for
its respective problem domain.

1 Introduction
Grid computing had once been introduced via the analogy to the electrical power grid: the idea of “plug and run”
suggested that grids could execute user programs on some
unknown, remote resource, without any further user intervention of effort. Reality turned out to be different. Users
typically have to spend lots or efforts to make their applications suitable for grids.
Grids turned out to be highly complex environments,
with frequent variations of resource availability and operativeness. Due to the combination of multiple, independent
administrative domains, along with different security poli-

cies and deployed middleware, writing and deployment of
grid applications turned out to be a challenging task.
To address this problem, many grid programming environments have been introduced, the authors of many, if not
all of them, are claiming that their tool provides the single,
right way of writing grid applications.1 2
In this paper, we outline the different views of application programmers and of middleware developers on the
right properties of grid programming environments (Sections 2 and 3). In Section 4, we explore the different levels of virtualization provided by different programming approaches, and in Section 5, we map different types of grid
applications and tools to appropriate programming environments.

2 Required properties of grid application
programming environments
In previous work [15], we have identified a set of required properties for grid application programming environments. We summarize our earlier findings as follows,
distinguishing between functional and non-functional properties. Doing so, we follow the perspective of the application developer, as shown in Figure 1.

2.1

Functional properties

Functional properties describe the functionality required
by applications to run in grid environments.
• Job submission, spawning, and scheduling
Users enter application jobs to the grid via some form
of job submission tool, like globusrun [27], or a portal
like GridSphere [22], typically using a resource broker
service [24] for making decisions about job placement
and scheduling. A running job may also spawn off
further jobs to available grid resources.
1 This,

of course, also includes the author.
these claims typically need to be taken with a “grain of salt.”
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Figure 1. The application developers view on
an application and its interaction with the
grid environment.

• Access to file and data resources
Any real-world application has to process some form
of input data, be it files, data bases, or streams generated by devices like radio telescopes [26]. A special
case of input files is the provisioning of program executable files to the sites on which a job has been scheduled. Similarly, generated output data has to be stored
on behalf of the users.
• Inter process communication
Besides data access, the processes of a parallel application need to communicate with each other. Several programming models for grid applications have
been developed, among which are MPI [14], shared
objects [18], or remote procedure calls [21].
• Application monitoring and steering
In case of long running applications, users need to
track their progress in order to avoid costly repetition
of unsuccessful jobs. For this purpose, users need to
inspect and possibly modify the status of their application while it is running on some nodes in a grid. Hence,
monitoring and steering interfaces have to be provided,
such that users can interact with their applications.

2.2

Non-functional properties

The non-functional properties are determining the constraints on grid API functionality. As such, issues like performance, security, and fault-tolerance influence the suitability of certain programming abstractions.
• Performance
As high-performance computing is one of the driving

forces behind grids, performance is the most prominent, non-functional property of grid operations. Job
scheduling and placement are mostly driven by expected execution times, while file access performance
is strongly determined by network proximity between
computation and data storage. The trade-off between
abstract functionality and controllable performance is
a classic since the early days of parallel programming [4]. In grids, it even gains importance due to
the large physical distances between the sites of a grid.
• Fault tolerance
According to [19], grid applications fail due to faulty
configurations, middleware failures, application failures, and also due to hardware failures and network
outages. These factors, in combination with administrative site autonomy, cause various error conditions.
(Transient) errors are common rather than the exception. Consequently, error handling becomes an integral
part of grid runtime environments and grid APIs.
• Security and trust
Grids integrate users and services from various sites.
Communication is typically performed across insecure
connections of the Internet. Both properties require
mechanisms for ensuring security of and trust among
partners. A grid API thus needs to support mutual authentication of users and resources, as well as access
control to resources (authorization).
• Platform independence
It is an important property for programming environments to keep the application code independent from
details of the grid platform, like machine names or
file system layouts for application executables and data
files, or even the middleware du jour.

3 Required properties of programming environments for grid systems
As listed so far, we consider these properties as the direct
needs of grid application programs. In contrast, architects
of grid middleware have a view that is more biased towards
middleware internals and less towards which properties get
exposed to applications. In this section, we summarize architecture (Figure 2) and the corresponding, required properties from [8], following its bottom-up description.
• Fabric layer
The fabric layer covers most of the functional requirements from Section 2.1, except for the collective services of a grid. These are computing resources, storage
resources, network resources, code repositories, and
catalogs.

This layer provides a very diverse set of functionalities, ranging from non-functional properties (e.g., security), via functional properties (e.g., scheduling) to
grid programming models.
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Figure 2. The layered Grid middleware architecture, simplified from [8].

• Connectivity layer
The connectivity layer combines security mechanisms
(authentication, delegation, trust) with providing network connectivity, a functional property that is typically overlooked, or simply assumed to be available,
by application programmers.
• Resource layer
The resource layer provides protocols for both obtaining information about structure and state of a resource,
and for managing policies for accessing resources. The
information protocols can be used for delivering monitoring information about resources, which is only of
indirect interest to applications. Management of resource access policies likewise is part of what application programmers consider “security” aspects of accessing computing, data, or other resources.
• Collective layer
The collective layer provides protocols and services
capturing interactions across collections of resources.
These are directory, monitoring, and information discovery services as well as workload management,
scheduling and brokering services. Also, collective authorization and accounting services are located here.
This collective service layer has been refined in the
Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [9] to comprise execution management services, data services,
resource management services, security services, selfmanagement services, and information services.
Interestingly, also grid-enabled programming systems
like special MPI versions [10, 14] and manager-worker
frameworks [6, 12] are located in the collective layer.

Relating application programmer and
middleware developer viewpoints

Contrasting the two different viewpoints, it becomes
obvious that what is “non functional” to application programmers becomes “functional” to middleware architects.
Clearly, the non-functional aspects like connectivity and security need to be implemented in some layer. The layered
middleware architecture is indicating that there are different
layers of abstraction and functionality, each contributing a
different piece of the puzzle. Consequently, different API’s
are providing the respective abstractions.
The applications as anticipated in the application layer
of [8] cover only one possible class of grid applications,
namely those that are aware of running in a particular grid
environment.3 In the following, we will describe the scope
of grid applications and systems software, along with their
respectively required levels of programming abstractions.

4 Virtualization layers in grid environments
Virtualization is the predominant purpose of all (grid)
middleware. Likewise, operating systems virtualize the resources of a single computer; and cluster operating systems
like, e.g., Kerrighed [20] virtualize the resources of a cluster
computer in order to provide a single, powerful system instead of a collection of individual nodes. Recent approaches
to building a grid operating system extend this idea [30].
Grid middleware virtualizes resources in a grid. The connectivity layer provides a virtual network between the individual resources, the resource layer virtualizes the different
resources via a uniform access and management interface,
and the collective layer virtualizes the individual (virtualized) resources to form an overall system of resources. Each
level of virtualization provides a uniform interface to a variety of heterogeneous, individual entities. With each virtualization layer, the use of the resources becomes simpler,
3 The possibility of building grid-enabled programming environments,
however programmed directly using service API’s, is mentioned, too.
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Figure 3. A virtualization hierarchy for grid
programming systems.

however at the price of loosing part of the control over the
resources which may cause problems with non-functional
aspects, like system performance.
Figure 3 is providing a more detailed view on virtualization abstractions provided to grid applications. The bottom
of the figure shows (virtualized) grid resources, and services
from the collective layer. The top shows a detailed stack of
programming abstractions.
The bottom of the stack forms the service and resource
abstraction layer. This layer provides an API that virtualizes
the different grid middleware systems like Globus [27] or
Unicore [7]. Other virtualizations are possible as well, even
of non-grid infrastructures, like for example ssh. The most
prominent example of such a layer is the Grid Application
Toolkit (GAT) [2].
On top of this layer sits a set of (optional) application
support tools. Such tools provide additional functionality,
adding value to plain middleware services, likely tailored to
application needs. Examples for these tools can be found
in CoreGRID’s proposed mediator component toolkit [16].
These components are supposed, for example, to provide
application-level metadata or to dynamically tune and steer
running applications. Such components add another layer
of virtualization by providing more comprehensive functionality, on top of the plain service and resource virtualization.

An important, original design goal of the GAT was
to provide a simplified API for application programmers.
Meanwhile, the GAT has been recognized as an attractive
programming platform because of its service and resource
abstraction functionality. Many developers are currently
also trying to build application support tools using the GAT,
requesting and leading to additional functionality and hence
less simplicity in the GAT interface.
Independent of the GAT, within the Open Grid Forum,
we are working on a Simple API for Grid Applications
(SAGA) that will provide a standardized, simplified grid
API [13]. With SAGA, simplicity stems from both uniformity across different middleware platforms and also from
the reduction to functionality that is needed to run application code, purposefully excluding features needed for management or monitoring of the grid services and resources
themselves. The current divergence of GAT and SAGA
interfaces is another indication that different programming
tasks require different API’s. Implementing the simpler and
more abstract SAGA API on top of the more detailed GAT
interface will be a viable design option.
Both GAT and SAGA interfaces provide virtualization
interfaces for grid-aware (or “grid-enabled”) applications.
These are applications that are explicitly using grid resources like submitting additional jobs to other machines
or accessing remote files or data bases. This is the class of
applications as envisioned in the application layer of [8].
A different class of applications is grid-unaware. Such
applications treat a grid as a completely virtualized execution environment. We will distinguish two different kinds
of grid-unaware applications in the next section. What they
have in common is the need for grid-enabled programming
environments that provide the right degree of virtualization. Examples of such programming environments are special MPI versions [10, 14], remote object-based systems
like Ibis [29] or ProActive [23], manager-worker frameworks [6, 12], the Satin divide-and-conquer system [28],
the GridSuperscalar task flow system [3], systems for parameter studies like SEGL [16] or for workflows like Triana [25], or systems providing algorithmic skeletons [1] or
higher-order components [11]. While these systems differ
largely in API and functionality, they all have in common
that they provide some execution abstraction for (parallel)
applications allowing to write applications that can run on
grids without being explicitly programmed for.
To summarize, the spectrum of virtualization layers provide different degrees of abstraction. They all trade the
benefits of virtualization (simplicity, uniformity) against its
drawback: lack of control, negatively impacting both performance and granularity of security and trust policies. In
the following section, we will detail the different kinds of
grid applications and tools, along with their respectively
suitable programming environments.

5 Types of grid programs and their programming environments
Table 1 summarizes the types of grid programs and
which kind of programming environments suit them most.
We begin our discussion with the lowest level of virtualization.
Table 1. Grid applications and tools, and their
most suitable programming environments.
type of code
legacy codes
parallel applications
grid-aware codes
support tools
service and resource
management

environment
sandboxing
grid-enabled environment
simplified API
service and resource
abstraction layer
service and resource
interfaces

• Service and resource management
Software for management and administration of resources and services needs access without any further
virtualization or abstraction. Here, full control over
status and features is the dominant goal. In fact, there
is little need for virtualization unless a single administrator will be in charge of a large variety of services
and resouces. This type of software will best be programmed directly using the respective service API’s.
• Support tools
Application support tools are providing value-added
functionality for applications and as such are operating across multiple services and resources. While they
need virtualization and abstraction of the individual
entities in a grid, they still need detailed control, for
example of security policies or performance information. These tools are thus best programmed using a
service and resouce abstraction layer like the GAT.
• Grid-aware codes
Grid-aware codes are those application programs that
are programmed (or re-programmed) to use grid resources explicitly, like spawning off jobs to other machines or using remote files and data bases. These
programs are best written using a simplified API like
SAGA that restricts the programming environment
to application needs, abstracting away such features
needed to monitor or manage services and resources.
• Parallel applications
Parallel applications are written in order to achieve fast

execution by using many compute resources together.
For running parallel applications in grids, they need
to be programmed by explicitly using a grid-enabled,
parallel programming environment.
Many such grid-enabled environments exist, varying
largely by programming abstraction and also by nonfunctional properties. For example, MPI provides
high-performance communication but has difficulties
dealing with failures, with dynamically changing sets
of resources, and with heterogeneous compute resources. Other environments, like Satin or higherorder components, allow for more flexibility by higher
abstractions which is beneficial for dynamic environments. It may, in return, have adversary effects on
application performance if the programmer looses too
much control which might not always be compensated
by automatic runtime optimizations.
• Legacy codes
Legacy codes are such applications that have been
written without any grid envrionment in mind and
which can not be modified to become grid-aware or at
least parallelized by a grid-enabled environment. Running such codes in a grid environment requires a level
of virtualization that emulates the machine for which
the codes once had been written, including processor
architecture, operating system, and file system layouts.
Different approaches have been proposed to achieve
this goal [5, 17].

6 Conclusions
We have outlined the different viewpoints of both application programmers and middleware designers on properties and API’s of grid middleware and systems. We have
discussed the various degrees of virtualization and abstraction provided by different systems and programming environments. A discussion of different types of applications
and support tools has shown that there is no single, “one
size fits all” programming model for grid software. Different problems require different approaches in order to cope
with non-functional aspects of programming that in fact determine the right choice of tools. There will always be some
trade-off between programmer productivity (by good abstractions) and program efficiency or resilience to failures
and changing environments. Depending on how much effort programmers are able or willing to spend on converting
their codes to become grid-aware, different solutions are to
be preferred.
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